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2017 Umeå Institute of Design BFA Industrial design
2007-2008 Electrical installer - Bispgårdens technical school
2004-2005 Military service Traffic soldier - I5 Östersund
2001-2004 Webbdesign - Wargentinskolan Östersund

Work Experience
2018 Internship 10 weeks at Greenworks Jönköping
2016 -2017 Warehouse and transport manager - Elkatalogen
2009-2016 Stock worker, forklift (A1, B1-B4) - XL Bygg Östersund
2007 Forestry worker - Krokvågsskogstjänst Östersund
2006 Telemarketer/Supporter - Tradimus/Aditro Östersund
2005 Forestry worker - Krokvågsskogstjänst Hammarstrand
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Verti Bot
Challenge
During my 10 weeks internship at Greenworks I got an
assignment to develop a concept for people in urban
cities that want to grow plants. During this time I also
wanted to learn Alias so after a lot of sketching I decided to do my model I Alias and then 3D print it in real
scale.

Approach
I started to research where the trend is going on the
market today and found that plant walls is becoming a
very big thing in many cities, on bridges, balconies and
even indoor. So I decided to find a new way to watering
vertical spaces for the urban people.

Result
After a lot of ideation, brand analysis and technical research I came up with a lightweight vertical watering robot with two cable motors that can reach very tall walls.
It only needed two cables to cover the in tier wall and
could refill the water supply by itself.
2018
ALIAS
KEY SHOT
PHOTOSHOP

Background
In recent years, we have started to think more about what we eat and how we treat our bodies.
That we want to eat more ecologically, reduce stress and exercise more. This is leading to more and more
people in the cities starting to grow parts of their own food, such as spices and teas.
people want to live closer to nature but still live inside the city.
Due to lack of surfaces, we have started growing on more vertical surfaces to maximize the cultivation areas
Green areas also helps the city by protecting it from extreme heat exchange and to maintain a lower
temperature in the summer. And in the winter it works like isolation for the building. So in conclution plants
lower the overall energy consumption all year around.
Plants also help to clean the air from heavy metals and absorbs CO2 emissions.

2-3v
Mental health
In a study on nature and mental health, it was found
that after spending 2 -3 weeks out in nature, the
symptoms of concentration difficulties, memory disorders, stress and irritation began to greatly decrease.

63%
Trend research
More people want to create their own cozy oasis but they
still want it to be easy to maintain. Microgreen, growing
your own salad has become a rapidly growing trend.

Value nature
In a survey 63% of participants would pay
more for an apartment located near green
areas such as parks.

+10% = -30%
Green areas			

Energy

If we were to increase green areas in cities by only 10%, we would
reduce our energy consumption to cool buildings by about 30%.
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Concept 1
this concept is based on having a rail on the wall that
the water robot can ride on and water the plants.

Concept 2
This concept was based on having two motors to
make the robot go in the horizontal axis connected to
two cables for the robot to clime on

Concept 3
Chosen concept is based on two cable motors that
are controlling the robot by releasing and retracting
the cable. I choose this concept because it needed less
components and was easier to install on existing walls.
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INSPIRATION

1

Motor
Electronics
Contact
2

Wire and power cable

3

Waterpump

How it works
Water container 1 liter

Water nozzle

By using the two cable motors the robot can climb like spider in his net.
For example if it both Motors retract it will take position number 1.
If one of the Motors releases and the other one retracts it will either go to position nr 2 or 3.
With this system the watering robot can cover the horizontal line between them, and the entire
area underneath. It needs a water source, place a bucket of water in position nr 3 it will automatically fill up the tank. When it has taken the position 3 the pump in the robot is going in reverse
and filling it up the water container in the machine.
Spraying the leaves is also a good way to get rid of bugs like aphids

Reciprocating saw
Challange
In this 4 week clay course I wanted to
design a saw that was easy and comfortable to use for
all users. It was a big challenge because the size of our
hands are so different form user to user

Approach
I started by putting together a mood board for inspiration.
After testing different reciprocating saws and locating the
problem I started my ideation and form exploring. Also trying
to tackle the problem of getting a comfortable grip for users
with both small and big hands.

Result
The result of this project became a ergonomic Reciprocating
saw for all types of users, a clay model and an photoshop
rendering of a peson and my Reciprocating saw .
CLAY MODEL
PHOTOSHOP
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FOCUS AREA
FOCUS AREA

TESTING AND ERGONOMIC EVALUATION

FORM EXPLORING
EVALUATION

Rubberised Surface

Hand protection

Alternative grip surface
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Ergonomic grip
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1
Hand Protection

Cordless Driver
Challange
In this 2 week model course we had to do a model
in the workshop to learn how to use all the tools. So i
decided to do an cordless driver

Approach
I started by putting together a mood board for inspiration.
Checked what was on the market today,
and instead of sketching on pen and paper I used yellow
foam as my sketching tool to explore and find my form.

Result
The result of this project became a cordless driver that had
nice balance and was very easy to grip.
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Grip

Foam Sketching
In this project, my focus area has been on ergonomics,
to get an ergonomic handle. I searched for my form by
experimenting in foam. The first week i started sketching in
yellow foam and when i found my form i started with the
real model in red foam. Iput alot of focus on geting a I put
a lot of focus on getting at comfortable grip for the user.

Balance

Form

Handeling

Ergonomic

Forest planter
Challange
In this 8 week how can we come up with a design that
reduce soil impact on land preparation using automation?

Approach
This project started with 2 weeks of group research when
we interview forest owners, forest companies and people
ho worked at forestry Institute. After this we have individual
work for the rest of the project

Result
This resulted a planting aggregate Death also plant increase
cleaning the ground and making us little impact on the soil
as possible. I made this for autonomous vehicles.
CAID
Solidworks
Rhino
2017

How can we reduce soil impact on land preparation using automation?

Huge ground impact

Time consuming

Hard work

Rough environment

By designing a unit that point prepares the soil.
We reduce the unnecessary impact on the ground.
However, it is time consuming.
But time is not a factor if we use autonomous vehicles.

Impact

Idea

Form

Toilsome

1

Plant kasett

2

Shield
inverse prepare the soil

This is the planting cassette it holds 67
plants, and the forest planter is suppose to
change to a new cassette when it is out of
plants.

When the planting aggregate Is moving
down the Shields are spinning at the same
time as they are going outwards, this is to
free the soil from twigs dirt.

At the same time the Shields are spinning
out a little drill Is going down into the
ground and makes a hole. Picking up
the soil from the hole and then putting it
down again upside down.
after that a plant is released and going
down with a tube into the ground and
planting a three like the illustration is
showing
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;PAUSE
Challenge
5 week group project to make an new airplane interior
for Airbus and create a new feeling, for the class between middle and first class

Approach
We started this project by doing a storyboard and map out
the user journey. Printing out inspiration pictures and started
to brainstorm how we could make this area unique. Reduce
stress and make it more harmonious. Real scale fast mockups to
understand the space we had to work with. Interviews, ergonomic research and scale models.

Result
The result of this project became a relaxing interior with focus
on the passenger to feel comfortable and relaxed, spacious
feeling that gives the passenger room to move by also give the
passenger the ability to chose between 3 different positions.
Sitting straight up, floating position and laying down

Team Pause
Björn Andersson: Sketch, ideation, mockup model
Famke Quist : Lights, personas
Viggo Blomkvist : CAID models
Lisa Modin : Logo, color,
Oscar Thorwid : UX interface
Stephan Uecker : CAID Rlaxing area
2018

XPLORING PERSONA

RESEARCH

A PERSONAL SPACE TO RELAX AND RELOAD WHERE YOU GET THE TIME TO
FOCUS ON YOURSELF AND YOUR NEEDS. OUR GOAL IS TO MAKE YOU PAUSE.

SMALL SCALE MODEL

REAL SCALE MOCKUP

Normal

Lying

Floating

Personal led lights

Bendable screen
Full flat bed

Luggage storage

Extendable sliding table

Storage for bedding

Extra seat

GETTING COMFORTABLE ON YOUR SPACE.

U V C refresher
Challange
A collaboration with Asko for a future concept to cleaning or refreshing cloths. A 5 week project with 2 weeks
group research and 3 weeks individual work. The concept need to be realisabel in 2025 and forward

Approach
2 weeks of group reasearch with interviews, shadowing and
store visits. After that I started by putting together a mood
board for inspiration. And a analyzing the Asko brand. I went
really fast from post-it sketch to cad in this project, and did all
my form exploring in Rhino

Result
The outcome from this project resulted in a mirror cabinet
with UVC light to kill bacteria, and it also uses steam to refresh
the clothes to a fresher feeling next time you use them. With
this solution we not only saving water, but also extending the
lifetime of your favorite clothing.
2019
R H I NO
K E YS H OY

How to freshen up clothes without the need of washing ?
Process

Quotes from interviews.

Why, How, What ?

Desktop research

“I don´t have any space for a laundry machine”

Do we need to use water ?

Interviews

“Sometimes i just want to “freshen up“ something i wore that only smell slightly sweaty“

Less energy ?

Shadowing

“Sometimes i wash clothes that only needed to be refreshed“

Other alternatives to clean clothes ?

Brand analyze

“After using the garment once or twice it ends up in the laundry basket regardless of the condition“

Time efficiency ?

Product analyzes

“I wash my pants after using the subway“

How to design a small and effective solution ?

Water consumption 39-60 liters of water per wash

Microplastic from clothing pollutes our water supplies

1/3 of the environmental impact
comes from washing our clothes

The material in our clothes are now made up with ca 60 %
plastic as polyester, nylon, acrylic, and other synthetic fibers

Wash clothes after wearing them once

UVC light kills bacteria by destroying their cells

- 760 mm

-

- 1200 mm m-

- 170 m

To make this cabinet as easy as possible
to use it has just 3 different settings.
1. steam only
2. steam and UV light
3. UV light only

Open the cabinets hanging your clothes.
Fill up the water container in the cabinet.
Hang in your shirt use the clamps stretch the fabric.
Close the cabinet.
Select your program which that takes about 5 to 15 minutes.

When the cabinet is in use and the UVC
light is on the door can’t be opened.
It also has a safety switch in the door, so the
light cant be turned on accidentally.

Reflective aluminum
UVC light

Tempered glass with reflective film

Quartz glas

Hanger
Shirt stretch

LED list

Grid

Wood cover
Heater
Fan

Makrolon polycarbonate

Lid

water container

Rubber seal

Air duct

Aluminum frame
Cover

Clamps

Electrical components

Reflective paint

W h y U V C li g ht?
UVC light kills all kind of bacteria.
Bacteria and dead skin cells is why clothes smell.
Less energy consumption.
It only takes 5 – 15 minutes to freshen up your clothes.
Less water consumption.
Less microplastic in the oceans.

Process, Attachment and Assembly

Function

Classic

Form

Environment

Feeling

Classic speaker
This is my own project. which I have worked with in the evenings at
school when I had some spare time. I took a lot of inspiration from
old 60’s speakers and furniture. The electronics components come
from a pair of old computer speakers. That I picked apart and resolved the components so it would fit my design
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T H A N K Y O U F O R Y O U R T I M E.

CONTACT ME AT
+46 738021094
Bjan0023@gmail.com

